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Cursed Cage 
Character Add-On 

 
Some unfortunates have darkness within them that struggles to escape. Some give in to the curse and lose 
their identity to it. Others feel they serve the world best by containing it. Still others try to recast their curse as 
a gift, and use it to fight things that may be worse than themselves. 
 
A starting character can choose to be a Cursed Cage, starting with 1 Trauma. If the fiction suits the addition, 
a character can become a Cursed Cage upon gaining a point of Trauma, if the circumstances are horrific 
enough to warrant bringing down that curse. 
 
Between the Bars 
 
There are a number of special abilities that the Cursed Cage can choose to buy. Starting characters may start 
with one of these as their starting ability if desired. They do not count as Veteran abilities, these abilities can 
be purchased just like the ones on the character’s main playbook. 
 

 Weird Senses. The monster in you peers out through the back of your eyes, the wetness of your sinuses, 
the echo chamber of your ears, the roots of your hair. At any time you can relax the resistance to the 
Thing inside, and gain +1d to sense the unnatural or gain supernatural insight. You can use Attune to 
learn a secret about someone you study this way, something you could not possibly know (usually 
supernatural or shameful). This is always a devil’s bargain and cannot stack with one. 
 

 Plaster Mask. You can seal the monster deep, deep inside. You get no advantage from it while it is 
hidden, but it can only be detected by a critical result on an examination by someone equipped to detect 
it. This ability costs 1 Stress to activate. The Thing cannot flex in this state unless unusually provoked. 
 

 Brutal Resilience. Resistance costs 1 less Stress. Body and spirit are unnaturally resistant and vibrant 
with power. 
 

 Deadly. Gain potence to intimidate or fight in melee. Just a hint of what is in you produces a 
supernatural effect that makes you that much more dangerous, revealing the peril in an opportune 
moment. 
 

 Sinister Vitality. You can begin recovering from level 2 or 3 harm without the supervision of an expert, 
and each time you roll to regain a segment, you gain +1 segment. The Thing in you manifests in peculiar 
ways as you recover. 
 

 Pressing the Mirror. You can Attune to see clearly on the other side of the Mirror, into the Ghost Field. 
You can interact with ghosts as though they were physical, at will. 
 

 Final Holdout. You can take a point of Trauma to contain the Thing instead of losing control to it. This 
may result in death. 

 
 
Flexing the Cage 
 
Sometimes the Thing pushes back on its captor. When it shoves at its restraints, strange supernatural effects 
manifest nearby, sometimes subtly and sometimes not.  
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The Thing drags at its restraints when it is confronted with something it wants, when the Cage is in danger, 
when it is frightened, or when the Cage is aroused with strong emotion (anger, lust, shame, despair) and 
vulnerable. The GM and player work this out as play unfolds. 
 
In general, every time the character makes a resistance roll, add 1 to Flex. When Flex equals 9, the Thing is 
released to act, and the character is submerged. 
 
Here are some examples of what the Thing might want, depending on how it is inflected. Feel free to make 
up your own examples. 
 

 Ghost Possession. It has a goal, and when faced with artifacts that remind it of its past or presented 
with a way towards the goal for the absolution it thinks it needs, it lunges. 

 Lycanthrope. It gets 2 points per night of the full moon. When confronted with carnage or physical 
threat, it bucks. 

 Leviathan Conduit. When it reads the writing of its language, carved into the living bone of 
leviathans, it is emboldened. When it faces a limmer. When it hears the music of its kind—if that 
never happens waking, sometimes it can in dreams, if stress is over 5. 

 Mismatched. If a living spirit is bound to a dead body, sometimes bad impulses strain at the edge of 
consciousness; given the opportunity to murder without notice, the ragged seam pushes to kill. 

 
The Cage Opens 
 
When Flex equals 9, the Thing is released to act, and the character is submerged. The character also takes 6 
stress, which often results in Trauma if not planned for and managed in a safe environment after preparing. 
 
When the Thing is released, everyone nearby is destroyed. This might be in a frenzy of slashing, or an 
explosion that levels a building, or an insidious lash at the root of life force that drops them dead where they 
stand without a mark except a glyph burned into the forehead. Symptoms vary from Thing to Thing but are 
consistent once established. If the Thing is adequately restrained, it may not be able to destroy when released. 
 
Characters in the blast radius can resist to take a level 2 or 3 harm instead, as the GM rules. 
 
If the Cursed Cage does not take Trauma from the experience, then minutes or hours after the explosion the 
character rouses, marked by the experience, but with Flex cleared. 
 
If the Cursed Cage DID take Trauma from the experience, then the Thing will often stubbornly cling to 
power, stubbornly misbehaving. It may return to a familiar setting where it can be apprehended, or it may run 
for it, holding on to power as long as it can. When it eventually shakes loose, whether from the intervention 
of the Cursed Cage’s friends as a long term project, or from contact with a greater power that shocked it, then 
it is again restrained and the character’s personality emerges once more. 
 
Dangerous Transference 
 
The Cursed Cage can erase 1 Stress by gaining 2 Flex, or erase 1 Flex by gaining 2 Stress. This can be done 
any time, as much as is desired. 
 
Discipline 
 

Vice is used to clear Stress, and Discipline is used to clear Flex. The character must develop some method to 
push back against the flexing Thing. This may be prayer, physical katas, meditation, drugs, or something else. 
Clearing Flex is just like clearing Stress, it just uses Discipline instead. There is no consequence for rolling to 
clear more Flex than was incurred, or for not doing a recovery action to address it in a downtime. 


